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Three Keys to 104-94 win over Magic 

By Chris Vivlamore 

A look at the three keys elements of the Hawks’ 104-94 win over the Magic Saturday: 

 

Rebounds: Mike Budenholzer came armed with stats. The Hawks coach opended his postgame press 

conference by pointing out at the Hawks allowed eight offensive rebounds and 10 second-chance in the 

first half to the Magic. His team allowed one offensive rebound and zero second-chance points in the 

second half. 

 

"We felt like we were doing a lot of things defensively well except for taking care of the board and 

therefore it was a one-point game at halftime," Budenholzer said. 

 

DeMarre Carroll, who had two key rebounds down the stretch, said Budenholzer made his point at 

halftime. 

 

"Did he? Did he make a big deal? He made a huge deal. That is part of learning and part of growing," 

Carroll said of Budenholzer's halftime speech. "He got his point across." 

 

Where was Vucevic? The Hawks did an excellent job of limiting the Magic's 7-foot center Nikola Vucevic. 

He had just seven points (on 3-of-10 shooting) and six rebounds. 

 

The task fell mostly to Al Hoford and Pero Antic. 

 

“It was a big point of emphasis," Horford said of stopping Vucevic. "As a unit I feel we did great. Our 

guards were really active. I was just trying to hold my ground as much as possible.” 

 

Mike Scott: The forward came off the bench to score 17 points. The rest of the Hawks bench combined 

for nine points. Scott made 7 of 11 shots, including his first career a 3-pointer. Budenholzer had the 

luxury of rotating Paul Millsap and Scott at the power forward position. 

 

“Mike Scott is a fast learner," said Millsap, who had a double-double with 18 points and 11 rebounds. 

"He can score the ball, especially once he gets into a rhythm. He’s a hard guard for a lot of opposing 

teams. To have that coming off our bench is good for us.” 

 

 


